1.
Introduction. An n-factor pure product is a polynomial which can be expressed in the form n i=1 (1 − x α i ) for some natural numbers α 1 , . . . , α n . We will use two different norms, both defined in terms of the expansion of a pure product. Given a pure product Two old problems to which norms of pure products are relevant are the Prouhet-Tarry-Escott Problem and the Erdős-Szekeres Problem. We use square brackets to delimit a list, and we call two lists (or, more precisely, k-lists) multigrades of the smallest possible size for each degree. It is known that for any degree up to d = 9, there is a multigrade of size d + 1, and it is conjectured (cf. [BI94, p. 10] ) that this holds for all degrees. The connection to pure products is that any n-factor pure product of 1-norm 2k can be used to construct a multigrade of degree n − 1 and size k.
Erdős and Szekeres [ES58] asked how small the ∞-norm of an n-factor pure product can be, where the ∞-norm of a polynomial is defined by where C is the set of complex numbers and |z| denotes the modulus (i.e. absolute value) of the complex number z. At the start of Section 3, we give some old inequalities relating the three different norms we have mentioned. Throughout this paper, N denotes the set of all natural numbers, and n denotes the set {1, . . . , n}. If So to make the 1-norm of
as small as possible, we need to pick the exponents α 1 , . . . , α n so as to maximise the number of disjoint pairs {I, J} (that is, no two different pairs have the same I or the same J) such that i∈I α i = j∈J α j where I, J ⊆ n, |I| even, and |J| odd. The same criterion helps to make the 2-norm as small as possible, but one also has to consider the magnitude of individual coefficients. Among pure products having a given 1-norm, the ones with the smallest 2-norm will be those (if there are any) whose expansions have no coefficients other than 0, 1, and −1. That is, we want to choose α 1 , . . . , α n so that for every r ≥ 0, the number of ways to express r as a sum of an even number of α 1 , . . . , α n and the number of ways to express r as a sum of an odd number of α 1 , . . . , α n differ by at most one.
For a definition of root systems, we refer the reader to Carter [C72] . For the present, we will just describe the properties of root systems which are useful in the context of constructing pure products of small norm. Positive root systems are sets of vectors which have the property that a small number of vectors can be represented as a sum of positive roots in exactly one way, and all other vectors can be represented as a sum of an even number of positive roots in exactly as many ways as they can be represented as a sum of an odd number of positive roots. We construct pure products of small norm essentially by projecting root systems down to one dimension and using the projections of the positive roots as exponents in pure products.
2.
A construction from root systems. Let Π be a set of fundamental roots of a root system Φ. Let Φ + be the corresponding system of positive roots. For r ∈ Φ, let H r denote the hyperplane through the origin perpendicular to r, and let w r denote the self-inverse bijection on points of the space consisting of reflection in the hyperplane H r . The Weyl group W associated with Φ is the group of bijections generated by {w π : π ∈ Π} under composition of functions. A chamber is a connected subset of V \ ( r∈Φ H r ) where V is the whole space. The intersection of the boundary of a chamber with one of the reflecting hyperplanes is called a wall of the chamber. Define
The result that makes our construction of pure products useful is Theorem 1. Theorem 1 is essentially a well-known theorem of Weyl [C72, Theorem 10.1.8; M72, equation 0.1], which is usually expressed in the form of the equation
In [M96] , we state and prove the interesting part of this theorem in (we believe) a clearer presentation than those in the literature. In particular, we do not mention any ring, module, Lie algebra, or [C72] "alternating element of a rational group algebra". We need one more definition before repeating our statement from [M96] . Call a chamber C odd if it satisfies the following two conditions: there is exactly one Ω ⊆ Φ + such that S − Ω ∈ C, and for every point p in a wall of C, exactly half the subsets Ω ⊆ Φ + such that S − Ω = p have even cardinality. Theorem 1 is the interesting part of Weyl's theorem. Theorem 1. Every chamber is odd. It is easy to see that for any natural numbers α 1 , . . . , α n and a,
for the 1-norm, 2-norm, and ∞-norm.
Every n-factor pure product has 1-norm at least 2n. In [M94] 
It is easy to see that
Lemma 3 is intuitively clear if one thinks of the function p as a projection from the space V to 1-dimensional space. Remember that Π is a basis of V, so p in the lemma is well-defined.
We are now able to prove our desired result.
where W is the Weyl group of Φ.
And Corollary 2 tells us that
There is a reason why one could allow the d j 's in Theorem 4 to be any integers (not necessarily positive) which do not yield any α i = 0, but there is another reason why the resulting new permitted values of d j 's would be redundant. Suppose one allows polynomials to include terms with negative exponents, and suppose also that one adjusts the definition of the 1-norm and 2-norm to include coefficients of negative exponents the same as coefficients of positive ones. Then, for any natural numbers α 1 , . . . , α n , it is easy to see that the following equalities hold for the 1-norm, the 2-norm, and the ∞-norm:
From this we see that if we allow negative exponents in the factors of a pure product, we can replace them with their absolute values and the expansion will have the same coefficients, but associated with different exponents, and perhaps with reversed signs, so that the norms are not affected. Because of this, it would make sense to allow the d j 's to be any integers not yielding any α i = 0. The resulting pure product
would be equivalent, for our purposes, to the pure product
). Notice that while replacing some α i 's with the corresponding −α i 's does not change the expansion in any important way, replacing some d j 's with the corresponding −d j 's is a more complicated matter and it may appear that allowing negative d j 's would result in pure products not attainable with only positive d j 's. We now explain why the new pure products that this would allow are not different in any important way from the ones attainable using only positive d j 's.
Since some of the tuples in this proof represent vectors relative to the nonorthonormal basis Π, dot products involving these tuples do not satisfy the usual lengths-cosine relationship. So, for instance, saying that ( 
have the same rows, but not necessarily in the same order. So we prove the theorem if we show that there exist
are all 0 except for p i j ,j = 1. Hence, the only assignment of d 1 , . . . , d l that can satisfy the matrix multiplication above is to let each d j = α i j since we require
Notice (p i j ,1 , . . . , p i j ,l ) and (ε i p i,1 , . . . , ε i 
In the next theorem, we choose the d j 's so that the restriction of p to { Ω : Ω ⊆ Φ , but we will use slightly smaller d j 's. Notice that when we make the restriction of p to { Ω : Ω ⊆ Φ + } one-to-one, the reason this makes the 2-norm small is that the coefficients in the expansion of the pure product we construct are each 0, 1, or −1. Few methods are known for constructing such products.
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 4, we can say that
Observe by the following that if k ∈ N ∪ {0} and v ∈ { Ω : 
Every indecomposable root system is of one of the following types. This table (except for the last column) is copied from Carter's book [C72, p. 43] . (A decomposable root system is one of the form i∈I Φ i where 2 ≤ |I| finite, each Φ i is an indecomposable root system of rank l i , and the Φ i 's are embedded in ( i∈I l i )-space so that r ⊥ s for all distinct i, j ∈ I and all r ∈ Φ i and s ∈ Φ j .) 
Some readers may wonder about the less restrictive definition of root systems which allows a type known as BC. The root system BC l has l(l + 1) positive roots and the number corresponding to |W | for our purposes is (l + 1)!2 l . This makes BC-type root systems less useful to us than B-and C-type root systems.
Carter [C72, Section 3.6] explicitly lists the roots of each root system in terms of an orthonormal basis. From these descriptions, we get the following α i 's using the construction in Theorem 4. For A l ,
From Table 1 , we see that using B-type root systems in Theorems 7 and 9, we can construct n-factor pure products
We now compare these bounds to those obtainable by methods in the literature.
Comparisons with old results.
The relevant results in the literature are concerned mainly with the ∞-norms of pure products. The 1-norm, 2-norm, and ∞-norm are related by the following easily verified inequalities (cf. [BI94] ). For any polynomial p(x),
If one starts searching for pure products of small norm, one is likely to get the notion that for general n ∈ N,
) will have small norm, but this example turns out to be disappointing. According to Erdős & Szekeres [ES58] ,
In other words, there is a constant c > 1 so that for large n, the ∞-norm of the n-factor pure product
Atkinson [A61] and Dobrowolski [D79] showed by different methods that for any natural number k,
(Borwein & Ingalls [BI94] incorrectly gave the outer exponent in this pure product as
, so that k = 1/2 + 2n + 1/4, we can say that this construction yields an n-factor pure product having ∞-norm at most (1/2 + 2n + 1/4) The best bounds in the literature are only existence results-the authors do not give a construction of pure products witnessing their bounds, they only show that such pure products exist. Also, they do not express these bounds precisely, they only give the order. The exponent in Odlyzko's bound [O82] is the cube root 4 for all n ∈ N. Our results will not approach these bounds, but our examples have the advantage of being explicit constructions.
If we construct a pure product
Furthermore, by choosing the d i 's as in Theorem 6, we see that this bound is tight.
Clearly, this bound is an improvement on the bound of
. However, one is really only interested in how small the smallest 1-norm of an n-factor pure product can be. In this sense, we cannot improve on Dobrowolski's example in which
For the 2-norm, Theorem 6 improves on the literature. Using Borwein
we get the bound
. Using A-type root systems in Theorem 6 to construct the same pure product, we get the small improvement
Better than this, using B-or C-type root systems in Theorem 6, we get (for n ≥ 36)
Using Theorem 6 with B-or C-type root systems is better than any other method known for constructing pure products of small 2-norm. We now consider pure products having particular numbers of factors. In Table 2 , each p n is an n-factor pure product of minimal known 1-norm. A table of pure products of minimal known 1-norm appeared in Borwein & Ingalls's paper [BI94] . We found a few errors and corrections for their table, but it seems pointless to report these now since Borwein has since improved on these results. The results in Table 2 are Borwein's [B96] for n = 15, 24, 28, and 30 through 70. Some of the other pure products in this table are also Borwein's [B96] , but they are not actually improvements on other results in terms of the size of the 1-norm. Other results are in [BI94] , [M97] , and [M96] . We include 2-norms in the table since, as far as we know, no search has been made specifically for pure products of small 2-norm. We use two kinds of ellipsis in the table. The single ellipsis "..." means that every number between the bounds appears exactly once, and the double ellipsis ":::" means that every odd number between the bounds appears exactly once. 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 11, 13, 19] 9 20 20 [2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 11, 13, 17, 19] 10 24 24 [1, ..., 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 17] 11 28 28 [1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 17, 19] 12 36 40 [1, ..., 9, 11, 13, 17 ] 13 48 52 [1, ..., 9, 11, 13, 17, 19] 14 56 56 [1, 3, ..., 7, 10, 11, 13, 16, 17, 19, 23 , 29] 15 52 52 [1, 3, ..., 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 16, 17, 19, 23, 29] ..., 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 23, 29] 18 84 94 [1, ..., 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 22, 23 We see from Table 3 that constructions according to Theorem 4 always match the best known 1-norms when the root system used is A 1 , A 2 , B 2 , or G 2 . This does not hold in other cases but it would be interesting to know if we can always match the best known (or even best possible) results using the construction in Theorem 4 if we choose suitable values for the d i 's.
From [M97] , we know that the least possible 1-norm of a 9-factor pure product is 20 and that there are only five ways (up to multiplication of all the exponents by a constant) to achieve this-the list of exponents [α 1 , . . . , α 9 ] must be one of the following:
The only root systems that produce 9 factors in the construction in Theorem 4 are B 3 and C 3 . Can B 3 or C 3 produce any of the 9-exponent lists above using this construction? No. The details of the tedious case examinations appear in [M96] .
For a given number of roots, decomposable root systems tend to have larger Weyl groups than indecomposable root systems do, so one might think it hopeless to ask if any of these 9-factor pure products of minimal 1-norm can be constructed from a decomposable root system. In fact, it is trivial to construct any pure product n i=1 (1 − x α i ) from a decomposable root system-just use the root system constructed from n copies of A 1 and let d i = α i for i = 1, . . . , n. However, any resulting smallness of the norm will not be due to properties of root systems so this is not an enlightening answer.
The list of exponents of p 10 is [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 17] and p 10 1 = 24. The only root system that produces 10-factor pure products is A 4 , and A 4 does not produce p 10 , but it does come tantalisingly close. Using A 4 in the construction in Theorem 4 and letting , 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 12, 13, 17] , which differs from the list in question only in that 9 and 11 are replaced by 10 and 12. Unfortunately, this tiny change has a substantial effect on the 1-norm, upping it from 24 to 60.
The preceding examples discourage hope that root systems are always the best way to construct pure products of small norm, but perhaps if we look at Table 3 comparing the best known results with the worst possible by root systems, we can find a largish example where these quantities are not far apart. We seem to have such an example in F 4 which produces 24-factor pure products of 1-norm at most 2 7 · 3 2 = 1152, while the least known 1-norm of a 24-factor pure product is 192. Because of the freedom we have in choosing d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , d 4 , we might expect to be able to produce a pure product using F 4 in Theorem 4 which has 1-norm much less than the worst case of 1152. In fact, a substantial improvement is possible, but not to the point of breaking any records as far as we can see. The least 1-norm we have found for a 24-factor pure product constructed from A 4 by the method in Theorem 4 is 328 and the exponents [α i ] in the pure product are [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 16, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34, 38, 54] .
Insofar as 120-factor pure products have been investigated at all in the literature, the construction in Theorem 4 using E 8 is an improvement, at least in terms of producing a small 2-norm. The norms for p 120 in Table  3 are based on taking p 120 = (p 60 )
2
, which is about the best we can extrapolate from the literature. (Borwein & Ingalls [BI94] only searched for pure products of small 1-norm up to 100 factors, and the largest good one they found had only 60 factors. Borwein [B96] decided to only keep track of n-factor pure products having 1-norm less than n 2 , of which he found examples only up to n = 70.) Another 120-factor pure product from the literature is that of Atkinson [A61] and Dobrowolski [D79] which is the A 15 construction using d 1 = . . . = d 15 = 1. This yields 1-norm 10,642,137,208 and 2-norm square root of 672, 106, 633, 395, 797, 608 , both much worse than the norms from E 8 . Furthermore, remember that |W | given in Table 3 for E 8 is an upper bound on the 1-norm and that with appropriate choices of d 1 , . . . , d 8 , we expect that a much smaller 1-norm is possible.
In Theorem 6, we see that with an appropriate choice of the d i 's in Theorem 4, we can use any root system with n positive roots and associated Weyl group W to construct an n-factor pure product having |W | coefficients 1 or −1 and all other coefficients 0. One might wonder if there is always a choice of the d i 's so that this construction produces a polynomial in which all coefficients are ±1 (and none are zero). Considering A 2 , we can see quickly that the answer is no. The pure product we get from A 2 is
To get the coefficient of x to be ±1, we need 
